
Welcome to Indian Ocean, the biggest travel blog in the Indian ocean. 
Founded in 2013, Indian Ocean provides the latest travel guides, tips and 

ideas about the Seychelles, Mauritius, Reunion Island & other islands 
found in the region. The team crafts beautiful content accompanied by 

photos of the most beautiful places, best vacations spots, food to eat 
and places to visit. The blog aims to help travelers plan their trips 

beforehand, give advice, help them find accommodation and all travel 
related services to make their holidays hassle-free. It also empowers 

readers so that they know it is possible to travel, no matter what. 
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1.Destinations: 2. Accommodation
3. Activities
4. Cuisine
5. Car Rental
6. Travel Tips
7. Guide
8. Videos
9. Real Estate
10. Directory
11. Giveaway

THEMES OF INDIAN-OCEAN.COM:
Mauritius
Seychelles
Reunion
Rodrigues
Maldives
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audience

empowers readers
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The readers of Indian Ocean are travelers between 18 and 65+ years old, looking for 

instants of inspiration or for practical advice to prepare their trips and holidays, their 

weekends or their gap year in the magical islands of the Indian Ocean. The blog help 

readers plan on their own so that they may avoid overpriced tourist traps. We provide 

them with our latest travel guides and insider tips on handpicked locations in 

Mauritius, Seychelles, Reunion Island and the other islands found in the region. Readers 

can go beyond the obvious, connect with the locals and spend their money wisely to 

get the most bang for their buck.

Our team craft beautiful content accompanied by photos of the most beautiful places 

to stay, best tourist spots, food to eat and things to do, where quality, cost and value 

come together to deliver a terrific travel experience. The Indian Ocean blog is based on 

the team’s accumulated expertise, local knowledge and connections to ensure you 

have the one in a lifetime trip you have always dreamt of: adventurous, fun, meaningful, 

affordable and off-the beaten track experiences that won’t turn up on any other 

websites or travel guides!

AN ORGANIC AUDIENCE 
in constant progression
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ONLINE
READERS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

2021

Site Traffic
Unique monthly visitors:  75,000

Indian Ocean is also a brand throughout social networks

Stats from independent websites

Facebook: 6800 l ikes
YouTube: 89,159 views
Instagram: 338 subscribers

DA: 40/ 100 

parnaldi@web-companies.com

Readers come from around the world, but mostly from 
USA, Mauritius, UK. France, Australia and South Africa.
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Contact INDIAN OCEAN TRAVEL BLOG

ALWAYS
traveling

WWW.INDIAN-OCEAN.COM


